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'Night at the Mission'
a prelude to Carnegie

Poly students hear'voices'

By Alexa Ratcliffe
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
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As a part of "Inside Voices," an exhibit attempting to start a dialogue about body image, students
gathered in the UU Plaza to play music and present artistic works Wednesday. There was also a
gallery exhibit of paintings and photography, as well as poetry readings. The organizers of
"Inside Voices" will present an open mic night tonight at 6:30 in UU 221.

SCS casino night bridges
generation gap
By Meghan Nowakowski
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

College students will bring
excitem ent to local seniors tonight,
Las Vegas style.
Cal Poly’s Student Community
Services will be hosting a casino
night at the Judsen Terrace
Retirement Center at 6 p.m.
“This is their absolute favorite
ev en t,” political science senior
Kerensa Pearce said. “It always has
the highest attendance. They are so
happy to be there.”

Students volunteer to deal cards
or just hang out with a senior buddy
for the night.
“1 think the best part is when the
seniors tell you how nice it is to get
a new perspective on the students,
because all they ever hear is nega
tive press in the papers,” said Emily
Becker, biology sophomore and
director of senior services for SC S.
Seniors gamble with play money
and each walks away with a prize at
the end of the night. This year, the

see NIGHT, page 2

Bioengineer to speak on
matters of the heart
By Ashlee Bodenhamer
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

What do Elton John and Vice
President Dick Cheney have in com
mon?
Both are among thousands of people
who have machines implanted in their
Kxlies to help their hearts function.
C\ie of the.se devices is the pager
sized
Implantable
Cardiac
Defibrillattir, which will be the topic of
a biomedical engineer’s speech
“( Computers in the C^hest” today.

Mark Kroll, Ph.D., senior vice presi
dent and chief technology officer for
St. Jude Medical Inc.’s Cardiac
Rhythm Management Division, will
speak to students at 11 a.m. in Cal
Poly’s
Advanced
Technologies
Ltboratories.
Kroll’s presentation will K’ valuable
to students from majors besides engi
neering, said Qillege of Engineering
As.s(Kiate l\*an Dan Walsh, e.specially
those studying business and science.

see SPEECH, page 2

The Cal Poly Wind Orchestra has
dreams of playing in Carnegie Hall.
They will perform a benefit chamber
concert Saturday to help them get
one step closer to turning their
dream into a reality.
The concert, entitled “A Night
At The Mission,” will begin at 8
p.m. and is open to the general pub
lic. The orchestra was also invited to
perform at Carnegie Hall later this
year.
“(‘A Night at The Mission’) is a
very special concert for us,” wind
orchestra
conductor
W illiam
Johnson said. “This concert will fea
ture our small performing groups
that don’t receive the chance to per
form as often.”
The concert will feature chamber
music; which Johnson described as a
group with a small number of play
ers.
The concert will be held at the
old San Luis Obispo Mission Plaza,
which offers a perfect setting for
smaller performances, he said.
“It is one of the most beautiful
places that 1 have heard,” Johnson
said. “Acoustically, it is just as gtKxl

as performing in the Performing Arts
Center.”
The benefit concert will feature a
number of both large and small
ensembles and will open with the
12-player Trombone Choir. The
orchestra will play a mixture of tra
ditional and contemporary works.
T he next group to play will be the
Saxophone Quartet, which features
Cal Poly’s top four saxophone play
ers. Also performing at the concert
will be the String Trio, the String
En.semble and the Wind Orchestra.
T he last time Cal Poly’s Wind
Ensemble performed a show in the
Mission was more than three years
ago, when they raised money for a
trip to the International Music
Festival in Sydney.
It was at the Sydney festival per
formance that they were invited to
perform at Carnegie Hall in April
during this year’s New York Wind
Band Festival.
“We are all really excited to go,”
music junior and publicity coordina
tor Anna Hartwic said.
T he New York Wind Band
Festival brings bands from all over
the United States and Japan togeth-

see CONCERT, page 2

New castle ou tb re ak strikes

Disease threatens Poly poultry
By Laura Newman
MUSTANG D A IY STAFF WRITER

All over Southern California, thou
sands of chickens and turkeys are
being pHit to death in an effort to erad
icate the Exotic Newcastle Disease
(END).
Currently, the disease is restricted
to birds in the quarantined counties of
Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San
Bernardino, San l^ego and Ventura,
but an outbreak of END close to San
Luis Obispo Q?unty has Cal Poly
poultry students raking extra precau
tions.
“We are set up with all of the basic
bio-security measures,” said animal
science junior and Poultry Club
President Amy Linneivs. “Our facility
is closed to the public, and we make
sure that students with backyard flexks
don’t make contact with our birds.”
END is a contagious and often fatal
viral disease that affects many species
of birds. Infected birds may .shiTw res
piratory or nervous system signs, but
birds can fail to exhibit symptoms and
yet continue to spread the virus,
according
to
the
(California
IVpartment of Fixxl and Agriculture
Web site.
“There is no treatment (for END),
SLT(California is trying to eradicate it,”
Linnens said. “The chickens have to
be euthanized.”

CO U RTESY PH OTO

Exotic Newcastle Disease has killed thousands of chickens and
turkeys in California. Cal Poly is taking percautions to protect
campus poultry from the outbreak.
CXvners of quarantined birds are
forbidden from moving their birds or
bird prcxlucts out of the Ljuarantined
area. IXie to the risk of infection, (Cal
Poly Poultry has had to cancel a prac
tice judging contest for Future Fanners
of America that was scheduled for
Saturday.
“We just can’t have birds being
brought in from all over the state right
now,” assistant animal science profes
sor Elizabi'th Koutsexs said. “It has

impingenJ on some tif the hands-on
classnxTm activities that we like stu
dents to participate in, which is unforrtinate.”
Although ENl^ is not a threat to
humans, the disea.se can easily be
transported on human hands, feet,
clothes
and
nasal
pa.ssages.
Furthermore because many poultry
students own backyard fkxks, there is
an acute ri.sk of human traasmission,

see NEWCASTLE, page 2
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Society o f W om en Engineers
hosts regional conference
5-Day Forecast
SATURDAY
High: 63°/Low: 41°

s<

SUNDAY
High: 67°/Low: 41°|,
MONDAY
High: 69°/Low: 41°
TUESDAY
High:68°/Low:43° ^
W EDNESDAY
High: 64°/Low: 46^
o.:.. ijt,>

¿I Todays Sun
Risesr7:03 a W Sets: 5:30 p.m.

Today's M o o i^
Rises: 6:52 a.m./ Sets: 4:50 fi.m.

Today's Tides
Low: 2:29 a.m. / 2.5 feet
High: 8:38 a.m. / 6.4 feet
Low: 3:58 p.m. / -1.2 feet
High: 10:39 p.m. / .4 feet
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continued from page 1
Linncns said.
Koutsos said the birds needed to he
quarantined for safety reitsons.
“It our birds were quarantined, it
would he less of a hip deal than if a
bird tested positive (for END) within
a mile radius,” she said. “Then all of
(Cal Poly’s) birds would have to he
euthanized, killed. TTat would he
horrible for the students.”
Linnens said she sees END as a
possible economic boon if Cal Poly’s
pcxiltry remains uninfected.
“We can Icxik at it two ways: It
ctxild wipe out (Hir flock, hut it could
alst) bring up the egg prices,” Linnens
said. “Demand will rise because the
supply won’t be there.”
Robert Lewin, battalion chief ft>r
the California Department of
Forestry and Fire Protection, spent
the last two weeks in Los Alamittw
and San Bernardino supervising the
humane destniction of chickens with
END. The California LVpartment t>f
Forestr\’ is providing organirational
control and logistical supptirt to the
United States ["fepartment of
Agriculture (USDA) and the
California l\'partment of Fixxl and
Agriculture (CDFA) in eradicating
the disease K'fore it spreads north to
San Luis Obispo Qiunty.
“We are helping the USDA and
CDFA to organize (the eradication
prcKess),
using the
Incident
Command System,” Lewin .said.
“This is the same system that we use
on fLx)ds, fires, earthquakes and
other disasters.”
la?win likened fighting END to
fighting a wild fire.
“There are areas where the disea.se
IS hot and spreading quickly,” Lewin
said. “The lihjective is to contain and
eradicate it.”

By Lesley Reo

provide keynote addresses from several

MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

different speakers who will present tech

Cal Poly’s Society of Women
Engineers (SWE) is hosting the 2003
Sonora Region Cxinference and Career
Fair at Embassy Suites in San Luis
OhisptT through Monday.
The conference, titled “Survivor,”
aims to bring together student and pro
fessional engineers and will include sev
eral different activities designed to
emphasize the convention’s themes.
“TTiis year will concentrate on devel
oping leadership, communication and
innovation,” said Jenn Harris, regional
conference director and innovative
technoktgy graduate student.
Throughout the four days of the con
ference, an estimated 200 participants
will he able to take part in a variety of
events highlighting different areas of
both SWE and the engineering indus
try.
Five industry tours of facilities such as
Vandenherg Air Force Ba.se and l>ike
Power Plant will he available, as well as
different workshops that tie into the
thematic ideas through discussion of
professional, personal and SWE-related
subjects. In addition to housing region
al meetings, an outreach activity and an
idea exchange, the conference will also

SPEECH
continued from page 1
Biomedical engineering is “a mar
riage of engineering and biology and
medicine,” Walsh siiid.
While Cal Poly does not yet have a
biomedical engineering program,
CENG is creating opportunities for
students in the field of biomedicine,
said Amy Hewes, director of publica
tions and communications for CENG.

nical, professional and personal topics.
“Most of the speakers are industry
representatives that have had a connec
tion to SWE,” Harris said.
One of the larger events of the con
ference will he the Career Fair, allowing
attendees to learn about and interact
with companies such as Lockheed
Martin, Navair, Northrop Grumman,
Parker Aercwpace and Raytheon. Other
companies attending include Army
Health

Care,

Kennedy/Jenks

Qmsultants, RBF Qinsulting, Sandia
National Laboratories and Stryker
Endoscopy.
The event will provide an opportuni
ty for businesses to meet potential can
didates from SWE for co-ops, summer
internships and full-time employment.
NiccTle Pack, industrial engineering
junior and SWE member, will lie partic
ipating in the conference this weekend
and is anticipating the Career Fair.
“It’s getting closer to the time that 1
have to start diinking alxxit a job and
this is a great oppiTrtunity to he intro
duced to the industry,” Pack said.
Biomedicine is a lucrative industry,
she said, even in the midst of a sour
economy.
“If you take a kxTk tixlay at econom
ic performance, many biomedical com
panies are not doing ver\’ well in an
ahsLilute sense, hut in a comparative
sense to the rest of the market they’re
in excellent condition,” Walsh said.
Although Kroll will not he looking
to hire for St. Jude, he will profile the
company to the students, Hewes said.
St. Jude, which sells its pnxJucts in
more than 120 countries, has a long

play in the Supet Bowl.”
The Cal Poly Wind Orchestra will
he featured with a group from
continued from page 1
University of Tennessee. During the
f
er, giving them the opportunity to day, the group will participate in all
play and listen to concerts in the activities that the festival has to
offer and possibly attend a Broadway
Carnegie Hall.
JohnsLin mentioned that Carnegie show.
“[during the trip we’ll sightsee and
Hall, which is 111 years old, holds
quite an impressive repertoire of try to take in all of the city,” Hartwic
famous musicians who have per said. “It should be pretty fun."
Tickets for the “A Night At The
formed. He said for a musician to
Mission”
benefit concert are $10 for
have the chance to play there is truly
the general public and $8 for senior
an honor.
“It is going to be nerve-wracking,” citizens and students. They can he
Johnson said. “W e’ll have the same purchased at the Performing Arts
feeling that football players would Center ticket office, by calling 756have before walking on the field to A R TS or online at www.pacslo.org.

Mustang Daily
“T he interaction of the young
people with the old people is
enlightening,” Berman said. “The
continued from page 1
students ate so nice; they treat the
seniors like they are on their level
downtown store Games People
instead of talking down to them. 1
Play donated $200 worth of prizes
wish they would do this every
for the residents.
month.”
“The community totally helped
Pearce agreed and said the stu
us out,” Becker said. “We got tons dents definitely benefit.
of donations from businesses
“It is a way to forge friendships
downtown.”
between the generations,” she
Kathy Serwold, social services said. “1 don’t necessarily have my
coordinator for the retirement grandparents around, so it really
center, said the seniors really look helps to fill that void in my life.
forward to the casino nights.
They are full of wisdom, stories
“This is a win-win situation,” and lessons. It is really rewarding.”
Serwold said. “The student volun
S C S runs about 15 different
teers love it, and the seniors really programs, including helping the
look forward to it. They love the homeless, tutoring kids, teaching
energy the students have.”
seniors how to use computers and
Some students even develop working with the mentally handi
ongoing relationships with the capped.
seniors that do not have loved
“T hese kids are wonderful,”
ones living nearby.
Serwold said. “They have so much
T he cen ter’s residents are other stuff going on, and they still
extremely grateful fot the effort do this. They are absolutely amaz
that Cal Poly students put into ing.”
this event. Judsen Terrace resident
Volunteers have also begun to
Rae Berman said she loves this plan the upcoming “Senior Ball,”
event.
which is similar to a prom for
“It’s one of the nicest things we senior citizens.
have that is done here,” Berman
Students interested in volun
said. “Everyone enjoys it.”
teering
can
stop
h/
the
Berman said one of the best Community
C enter,
in
the
things about casino night is get University Union room 217, and
ting to interact with the students. sign up.

NIGHT

standing relationship with Cal Poly.
“St. Jude recruits the campus heavi
ly,” Walsh said.
Kroll holds 142 U.S.-i.ssued patents
and has been named “prolific inven
tor” by the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office.
He is the kickoff speaker of the
Engineering Critical Technologies
Lyceum series. The series, sponsored hy
CENG, will bring in leaders on the
forefront of various technologies vital
to human health.
Implantable Cardiac [defibrillators

CONCERT

will soon become indispensable to
long-term health, Hewes said.
“A lot of us in life are going to have
one of these things put in our chest,”
Hewes said.
Every year in the United States, car
diac arrests strike more than 350,000
people. Ninety-five percent of these
people die before help reaches them.
Today, when a victim wearing ar> inter
nal defibrillator goes into cardiac
arrest, the device springs into action,
jolting the patient’s heart hack to nor
mal with an electric shix:k.
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Fremont Theatre 541-2141
nf in e

d iu
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GANGS OF NEW YORK (R)
Fri 3:00 9:45
Sa t-Su n 11:30 3:00 9:45

FRI, SAT A SUN
SNEAK PREVIEW IN THE BIG
FREMONTI!
CHICAGO (PG-13)

7iJ0

CONFESSIONS OF A
DANGEROUS MIND (R)

(MELODRAMA )

Fri 2:30 5 « ) 7:30 10O 0
Sat-Sun 12:00 2:30 StX ) 7:30 10:005
Mon-Thur 2:30 5.00 7:30 10O0

KANGAROO JACK

(PQ)
Fri 3:15 6 0 0 8:30
Sat-Sun 11:30 2 0 0 4:30 7 0 0 9:30
Mon-Ttxjr» 3:15 6 0 0 8:30

HVAODFVait j

m iin g ...

ADAPTATION

(R)
Fri 3:30 6:15 9:30
Sat-Sun 1 2 0 0 3 0 0 6:00 9:00

>

M nn-Thiire 1

Qm

Downtown Centre Cinema .
546-8600

■

FINAL DESTINATION 2 (R)
Fri 2:45 5:15 7:45 10:15
Sat-Sun 12:30 2:45 5:15 7:45 10:15
Mon-Thur 2:45 5:15 7:45 10:15

THE RECRUIT (PO-13)

Coming up this week
^Intramural Tournament Sign Up Students can n o w sign up at the Rec
Center front desk for a table tennis tourna
m ent Feb. 5, a bow ling tournam ent Feb. 20
and a whiffle ball tournam ent M arch 8.

*'lnside Voices'-There will be an open mic
night in UU221 at 6:30 tonight.

Fri 2:15 5:00 7:30 10 00
Sa l-Sun 11:30 2:15 5:00 7:30 10:00
Mon-Thur 2:15 5:00 7:30 10:00

plUB...

‘CATCH ME IF YOU CAN (PG-13)

A

Fri 2:30 5:45 9:00
Sat-Sun 11:15 2:30 5:45 9:00
MOn-Thur 2:30 5:45 9:00

S o n g t D an ce
C om ed y

LORD OF THE RINGS (PG-13)
Fri 4:00 8:00 S a l-S u n i :00 5:00 9:00
Mon-Thur 4:00 8:(X)

VAUDEVILLE
REVUE!

ABOUT SCHMIDT

(R)
Fri 3:00 5:45 8:30
Sat-Sun 11 00 1:30 4:15 7:15 10:00
Mon-Thur 3:00 5:45 8:30

•‘BEST LIVE THEATRE''
1997 '9 8 , 99, 00, 01, ’02

‘JUST MARRIED

T h e or

with coupon '

No Advtnc* R m o t v a iio m with Couj^n
I
Ticket* Av«iUbtc«t D oor O nlf
I C»U lor Showti«*» If
Availability
^
Expire* Ecb 2,2003 • MO

*
i

1
*

R ro fe ssio n a l ¡U lB B W m ítsr
H w y l O oM TO
(• MlM WMll of Plmio BiM il)

4 S 9 -M 9 9

(PG-13)
Fri 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:45
Sat-Sun 11:45 2:00 4:30 9:45
Mon-Thur 2:00 4:30 7:00 9:45
S N E A K P R E V IE W S A T U R D A Y
I H O W T O L O S E A Q U Y IN 10 D A Y S (PQ-13) I
7:00
IMY BIG FAT GREEK WEDDING (PG) |
Fri 2:00 Sa l-Sun 11 00
Mon-Thur 2:00
DARKNESS FALLS (PG 13)
Fri 2:45 4:45 7:15 9:15
Sat-Sun 12:30 2:45 4:45 7:15 9:15
Mon-Thurs 2:45 4:45 7:15 9:15
•NO G A T S A C C E P T E D

S tu d e n t D is c o u n ts
a v a ila b le at b o th t h e a ir e s
T im e s V a liil 1 /31-2/07
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Sex offenders Product placem ent takes
have a price to
music to new low
pay society P

our life is finally complete. Happiness is abundant in your
quaint home with its white picket fence and manicured
lawn. Your cherubic children frolic merrily in the front
yard, and there’s not a care in the world. You and your family are
high on suburban life until a registered sex offender moves in
next dcxir.
Howdy, neighbor.
Imagine the uncertainty, the nights spent worrying exactly
what this court-affirmed pervert has done and if he will do the
same again.
Do you introduce yourself? Do you engage in neighK>rly
activities like Ixirrowing condiments and chatting while tending
to your lawns? Exactly what do you do?
Fortunately, 1 have never been
^ O iT in i0 n id r y
^ situation. However, 1
imagine waves of paranoid ner
vousness would overwhelm me until 1 was forced to pack up and
move.
Now, place yourself in the unattractive shoes of a registered
sex offender. Imagine the desperation of being a repeat offender
who just can’t .seem to kick that nagging habit. It is nearly
impossible to incorporate yourself into society without detec
tion. Your skeletons are out, man.
Is it right to broadcast the offenses of individuals by placing
them in registries under Megan’s Law? Does this serve any gcx)d
or shove them further down into their pigeonhole?
Under Megan’s Law, repeat sex offenders are required to reg
ister with ltx:al law enforcement as to their place of residence.
They are expected to update information after they relocate and
are subject to random visits to ensure the accuracy of such infor
mation.
Currently, there are roughly 200 sex offenders living in San
Luis Obispo County and 75 registrants within the city. These
individuals are registered for life and are considered to be the
most likely criminals to repeat their crimes.
Excuse me for not being sympathetic of a sex offender’s cause,
but 1 wholeheartedly supp<.)rt Megan’s Law.
These individuals have dug themselves quite a hole and must
deal with the dark loneliness of that hole. Perhaps they should
have thought twice before they engaged in such despicable
behavior.
Tlie fact that they repeat their crimes is even more reprehen
sible. The shame and embarra.ssment of getting caught once is
not enough; give them a few months, and these depraved indi
viduals are at it again.
By forcing offenders to register their crimes, law enforcement
prevents any further deviations. Pretend I’m a registered sex
offender. If 1 knew the cops were aware of my whaereabouts and
monitor my activity, 1 would refrain from any questionable
behavior. In fact, 1 would aspire to be a mexJel citizen and repair
my tarnished image. I imagine most sex offenders do not strive
for such moral superiority, but I would hope that they possess
some shreds of pride worth upholding.
Moreover, the threat of such an invasion of privacy would also
deter those grappling with the possibility of sexually violating
someone. These novices would and should take heed in the pres
ence of such Ux)ming consequences.
Although I do realize the disadvantage that such a label
would put one at, the pros outweigh the cons. If such a law did
n’t exist, there would be no way to keep tabs on sexually dan, gerous criminals. They would slither their way back into scKiety
undetected.
Even under the existing laws, offenders manage to slip
through the cracks. According to the San Luis Obispo Sheriff’s
l^partment, there are currently three sex offenders who are not
accounted for. A more strict set of guidelines needs to be imple
mented to ensure that sex offenders are properly monitored.
Sex offenders have committed heinous crimes and deserve
any puni.shment they get. As they say, its takes two to tango.

Y

Genevieve Fussell is a journalism senior and M ustang Daily
staff writer.
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apa Roach mobs down the road on a sugar high from Pepsi
Blue, Busta Rhymes asks you to pass the Courvoisier, anti Vm not sure how many Busta Rhymes fans
stxin artists from I'fef jam Records may be literally singing
(over 21 o f course) had a hankering for
the praises of Hewlett-Packard. Product placement is seeping its
way into the music business, making an already nearly talent-less Courvoisier before the video aired, but the
conglomeration of flashy-fake pop icons intt) mere spokesperstms
impression now is that ids worth fighting nim
devoid of any remnants of artistic creativity.
In this technologically savvy age where advertisers’ target jas for.
markets fend off onslaughts of commercials with TiVb, satellite T V or had a hankering for G)urvoisier before the video aired, but the
just plain changing the channel, impression now is that it’s worth fighting ninjas for. It’s ccxil to
advertisers are turning to artists to ht)c their products within the clutch a bottle of liquor as a treasured item. Fans may not be able
medium of expression.
to afford it not only in dollars, but also in the stx:ial costs.
It’s not a new concept. James Bond shaves with a Norelco
“It just makes people want what these artists have, and not
razor in his newest flick, a scene that can’t legally he edited out everyone else can afford it,” said recreation administration senior
if the movie were U) run on TV. Some of that pesky plot would Tiffany Ferrai.
.have to go. But now, rather than the artist simply getting a few
So why are so many overpaid musicians selling out?
perks for featuring a product, major deals and contracts are being
Record labels share the frantic struggle by advertisers for your
signed.
attention and, ultimately, your money. A fhxxl of artists vie for
It’s the ultimate sell out. The artist’s priority is not the song, the opportunity to gain recognition over the indistinguishable
but the plug. Papa Roach’s latest album was slated for release to competition. Rather than taking the novel approach of making
coincide with the beginning of the ad campaign for Pepsi Blue, better music, artists use advertisements to promote name recog
and commercials for the drink air right after the song is played on nition and sell CI'>s.
the radio. Have you heard that new Pepsi Blue - I mean Papa
As artists focus more »n creating a catchy jingle that will sell
Roach - song?
a pnxluct and put them in commercials, the actual problem of
Many students agree that this new trend in the music business not being able to rise above the competition due to the lack of
is lame.
quality music is ignored. In the end, the consumer loses. Record
Business major Chris Wagner recognizes the decrease in artist stores are crammed to the ceiling with $20 Clfs not fit to serve
credibility because they are no longer playing for fans, but for as coasters.
corpr^rate America.
Prtxluct placement is taking an industry already hard-pressed
Generally, people don’t think that this blatant branding of to prtxluce anything substantial to a new low. Forget MTV and
artists influences their buying decisions, but what if all of the make your own music. It’s cheaper, and it doesn’t rot your brain.
not-so-surreptitious advertising in music videos and songs does
work to make people want the prtxluct?
Alina Neacy is a Journalism senior and Mustang Daily staff
I’m not sure how many Busta Rhymes fans (over 21 of coursé) writer.

Letters to the editor
Sex? W hat sex?

their gastric release - I head to a party
to score.
Heading straight for the keg because
Editor,
nothing says sex like binge drinker, 1
In response to Steve Rose’s plea for down as many beers as I can to btx)st
average and not beautiful recounts of my self-confidence while tragically lim
“Sex in San Luis” (“Attractive colum iting my ability to “perform” at my
nist can't complain,” Jan. 29), I offer up peak. 1 succeed in swallowing the vomit
my average looks and sex life for a 1 almost throw up after a 15-second keg
glimpse of what the rest of us are up to stand, which gives me breath sure to
in our nightly escapades. Let’s take a impress. Having to take a monster whiz
gander at my usual Friday for the “aver but not wanting to wait in line for the
age” male’s sexual titillation on a week bathroom, 1 tactfully stumble out back
end.
and water the patio table, impressing
I wake on Fridays around 3 p.m. in many a partygoer. Heading home alone,
underwear I quite possibly have been 1 contem plate cruising through the
wearing for three days, stumble to the dorms to see if any freshmen need some
fridge and stuff a Hot Pocket down love, but then realize that the frats are
before deciding whether or not to taking care of all of them tonight. So 1
shower. I opt not to shave, since I had arrive home single, alone, drunk, dirty,
n’t for the previous five days, and pull bloated and sexually frustrated to crash
on a black T-shirt that only has some in my bed and repeat the exact same
pizza sauce on it, which I cleverly wipe thing the following day. Sexually excit
off with a spt)nge from my kitchen sink. ing for ya, Steve?
No one wants to know what 1 do for
I pull on the jeans I’ve worn for two
weeks straight and head back to bed for sex. BELIEVE ME. You DON ’T want to
a nap. Seriously. 1 wake up around 7 know. So it’s in everyone’s interest that
Ms. Lester continue to talk about sex,
and head out for dinner.
because
thank God there are people in
Taco Bell is packed with some hotties and, though 1 give my best “Doesn’t this town who are attractive and clean
my stuffing these burritos down my enough to have it with someone else.
throat remind you of sex?” look; no one
bites. Stuffed with burritos and tacos Barry Hayes is a political science Junior who
that are sure to arise sex appeal - if nor usually does the knocking when the van is
with their consumption, at least with a-rocking because he left his CD in there.
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Too much attention
focused on Iraq
Editor,
1 am writing in response to John
Holbus’ article “Liberal stance on \^ar
doesn’t make sense” (Jan. 28).
Specifically, I want to talk about his
re.sptinse in argument three. He states
that after the Gulf War, America made
Iraq sign a peace treaty and any violation
of that treaty means that we (the United
States) have the right to step in...” Fair
enough. But Iraq has not broken this
treaty.
The United States has spent the last six
months nx)ting around in Iraq trying to
find a reason to go to war. Iraq has not
invaded its neighK^ring cixintries, but oth
ers have. Like Syria, Libya and North
Korean. And North Korea Just recently
annixmced that they have the atomic
K)mb.
Yet the United States continues to
fiKus all of its attention on Iraq when
there are clearly other much more imme
diate problems around the world, let
alone on the home front. (Health care,
unemployment. Social Security). All I
ask is for Mr. Holbus to reconsider his
rebuttal for argument number three.
Russell Kreindel is a social science fresh
man.
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Letters to the editor
Abortion helps m aintain balance
Editor,
While the abortion issue is still on the pages, 1 would like to
also make a remark. George Davis has done his homework, and
from you 1 learned just how had the abortion problem is (“Life
is the central issue around abortion,” Jan. 28). Forty million
abortions in the last 30 years in the United States alone. Forty
million?! Let me run that gigantic number by you guys again.
Forty million?
Did 1 say that there was a had abortion problem? I meant
abortion solution. Man, and to think, that America could have
40 million unwanted babies. T h at’s just what our economic and
social analysts are saying we need! Forty million extra babies
would have been a horrendous economic and social burden.
Can you imagine? If you think the economy is bad now, just
remember that most of these kids would be under 20. That
means that they are money holes, not makers.
More competition, more crowding, that’s what we need
right? This school would have certainly been more crowded
than it is. All schools would he more crowded than their already
crowded state. T hat’s less pie for EVERYBODY. I’m willing to
bet that a lot of those 40 million were in California. Are you
sure you would still he in this school if all these babies lived?
Why is it so hard for you people to see the benefits of abor
tion? If a fetus is not wanted, it certainly isn’t needed or neces
sary to exist. Oh no, another one of billions of combinations of
DNA didn’t exist. God must he crying. Do you really believe
that humans are so sacred that even our fetuses are wt)rth bomb
ing abortion clinics for? Somebody else said it best when he said,
“We are the same decaying organic mater as everything else.”
We are also a parasite on this planet. Yup, just like in “The
Matrix.” We consume and consume, without end in sight. I
don’t find it necessar>' to have as many humans as possible. 1
would prefer that our population be kept in balance, but we are
adept at getting around our balancing factors.
Abortions help maintain balance in a bigger way than I ever
imagined. Forty million!! Thank God for abortion. And what is
best is the people that are lost never really existed, and even
their own mothers didn’t want them. Talk about win-win, eh?
1 would like to build a memorial to all these mothers who
have sacrificed their seed for the greater good. A goddamned
memorial. And then I’m going to raise doves next to it, so that
they sit on it and make it look angelic.
M organ Elam is a general engineering junior.

Abortion is a w om an's issue, not man's
Editor,
This letter is in response to George Davis and all other men
out there who agree with his views on abortion (“Life is the
central issue around abortion,” Jan. 28).
It is amazing to me that you can have such a strong opinion
about something that basically does not affect you. How could
you ever justify telling another person what to do in a situation
that you will never, ever in your life have to expterience? It must
be easy to make a decision without the responsibility of actual
ly having to carry it out and live with it every day for the rest of
your life.
Did it ever occur to you that there are women out there who
absolutely do not want to go through the process of giving birth
and raising children? What about when their birth control fails?
It was not their choice to be bom with the ability to become
pregnant, but of course that doesn’t matter and they should be
forced to “take responsibility for their actions.”
Guys can just split at the prospect of an unwanted kid and
never kxik back, while the woman is stuck to deal with it. And
the great thing is there’s nothing illegal about that; it happens
all the time. Sounds like a fair system to me.
Until a government controlled by women, under a female
president, with a Supreme Court consisting entirely of women,
decides to overturn the ruling made 30 years ago, shut your
mouth on this issue and let women have their right to choose,
no matter what their circumstance.
One last thing, George; 1 challenge you to show me any right a
woman had in those days. I know they sure as hell couldn’t vote.

And what about those millions of males who won’t take that
responsibility, yet expect a woman to?
A woman’s body is hers to do what she wants with. It is not
for any man to dominate.

months after the war stopped, probably begun before a single
school was rebuilt in Kabul? Did you even see that story when
it made the back pages of New York Times last December? Or
do you rely strictly on the O ’Reilly Factor for your news? And
before you go off on what other countries sold Iraq, let’s not for
get Saddam’s No. 1 benefactor for conventional, chemical and
Jaymi Heimbuch is an English Junior.
biological weapons: The United States. Everything he has,
Editor,
indeed the reason he is even still in power, is due to unprece
dented
U.S. military, financial and intelligence aid during his
I have noticed that for the past few days the letters to the edi
tor have been comprised of nothing but anti-abortion or pro- invasion of Iran. O f course, that was OK because we hate Iran
choice debates. Why, though, has every letter to the editor been too.
Many of his weapons were made in Russia, but their sales
written by a male? I’m sorry but when it comes down to it, men
have no legal rights on the outcome of a woman’s abortion. I’m were brokered by the CIA through other countries with the full
sorry, guys, but this just isn’t your issue. Please stick to other aid and knowledge of Bush Sr. to help kill Iranians. Where were
our war cries when he pulled off that horrible act? What about
topics, and leave the debate over a woman’s body to us ladies.
“gassing his own people,” why didn’t we do anything right after
he did it? For that matter, why did we sell the chemical weapons
Emily Becker is a biology sophomore.
to him? There’s your “hypocrisy.” Father Reagan invented the
Arm ed forces defend country against
concept. And I’m sure he promptly forgot about it too.
Since you clearly don’t know, let me lay it out for you. The
destruction
United States doesn’t have a good track record of promoting
democracy anywhere. Tell me John, if this is about “global jus
Editor,
tice,” who did Grenada invade to warrant a unilateral, nonUnited
Nations approved invasion in 1983? Who did Panama
I am a Cal Poly grad (agribusiness, 1994) and Marine Corp
F/A-18 pilot by trade, currently non-deployed as a flight invade to warrant the killing of thousands of civilians in 1990?
instructor. 1 still check in from time to time to see what is going What about Nicaragua? Guatemala? What law did the people of
on with campus news and sports. What a pleasure it was to read Chile break to warrant a C IA coup? If this is because of “nation
John Holbus’ article “Liberal stance on war doesn’t make sense,” al security,” what about North Korea? What about China?
China is a country that has invaded and occupied Tibet for
(Jan. 28).
over
50 years. It actually has nuclear-armed warheads already
You can’ t argue those points, but I’m sure the liberal species
airned
at U.S. cities. What about that threat? It’s OK, I get it:
interrupted themselves in fits of confusion and anger as they
read it. Well done, 1 was entertained and informed at the same You need cheap shoes.
Why don’t you wake up, John? Start asking critical questions.
time, which many college students can fail to do in writing
these days (see: U C Berkeley). With my former squadron, 1 Don’t simply gobble up everything the White House dishes out.
spent time in the spring and summer of 2001 flying missions Don’t lose your humanity to your patriotism. People die because
into southern Iraq in support of Operation Southern Watch. I of this kind of ignorance.
saw first-hand the destruction wrought by the Iraqi army in
Kuwait, even 10 years later, and I saw first-hand Saddam’s Foaad Khosm ood is a graduate student.
attempt to abide by the U.N. resolutions as he shot at us every
D ebunking argum ents point by point
day we flew in-country (and continues to do so).
My former squadron and squadron mates will now he faced
with this once again. Maybe this time, the misguided and emo Editor,
tional opinions of the “Not in our name” apologists and other
For someone who is attempting to sound intelligent, you
garden variety liberals wont stop them from finishing a war that
(John
Holbus) have succeeded in exactly the opposite. Personal
never truly ended 12 years ago.
In a word of peace, people should know it is not the soldier, attacks reflect an insecure, unintelligent, ignorant form of argu
sailor, airmen, pilot, or Marine that hopes this war will become ment. The media, to insinuate that Iraq has weapons of mass
real. No, they are the ones that pray every night that it will destruction, is using “scare tactics.” On to the “atguments” that
N O T come to fruition, that by some miracle it will not take you pxjsed (“Liberal stance on war doesn’t make sense,” Jan. 28).
Argument Number One: Oil companies really do care about
place. They are the ones who have said goodbye to loved ones,
some for the last time. They are the ones who have left preg oil. When oil companies have control of the crude oil in Iraq,
nant wives behind. I pray everyday that this thing will not hap then they can dictate the price of oil. Especially when a U .S.pen and that a 21-year-old Lance Corporal with a new wife and friendly government is implemented in place the current gov
ernment. The U .S. government has a tendency of replacing
baby will make it home for his child’s first birthday.
Let it he known that these people, my fellow servicemen and “unfriendly, hostile” governments with ones that will do their
women, know this and accept this. And given the chance, these bidding. From a nation that has a heavy reliance on oil, the
people will unleash hell and crush this maniac. They will do it United States has a lot to gain from placing a new government
with zeal and pride, the only way they know how. Sadly they are in Iraq. Might I also say that generalizations are another very
some of the few who truly understand why this must be done, as ineffective form of argument? It makes you sound like a bigot.
Argument Number Two: Iraq was able to purchase weapons
is the case in most wars.
with U.S. funds. As far as courage, where is yours? Go and fight
for
the cause that you are willing to voice. In regards to
Chris Hay "Hi Power" is a captain in the U SM C and a Cal Poly
Marmel’s comment, how could you repeat something so cow
alumnus
ardice?
Colum nist should brush up on historic
Argument Three: A treaty, by definition, is an agreement
between states. Nowhere does Webster state that if that treaty
circumstances
is broken, one party kill the other who violated the treaty.
Realistically, the world will never be a better place with people
Editor,
who think like you. So much to say, so little space.

I can’t believe any intelligent Cal Poly student, let alone a
political science major, is so blinded by Fox News as to become
yet another conservative api^logetic for this administration
(“Liberal stance on war doesn’t make sense,” Jan. 28). John tries
to answer what he thinks is “leftist ptopaganda,” but unfortu
nately the only thing he’s debunking is his own reputation.
John, YOU need to understand that oil companies don’t just
sell gasoline. They are huge conglomerates that are involved in
many services, from mining to refining in the oil and gas sector
and half a dozen other industries. l')o you know, John, that
Halliburton, the company Dick Cheney was the CEO of which
happens to be the biggest oil and gas services company in the
Micah Hoffman is an electrical engineering junior.
world, sold Saddam Hussein $73 billion dollars of equipment?
And before you come back with “Why do you people always
Editor,
bring up the past.'” let me point out that the latest sale was in
In response to all the men writing in about their opinion on 2000. Have you missed the repeated administration “strategies”
abortion: Why dt) you feel so adamantly about something you for post-war Iraq, when they keep saying, “We will use Iraq’s oil
can’t experience?
revenues to pay for reconstruction?”
The fact that the (highly debatable) “life” grows inside the
Who do you think gets those contracts? Russian companies?
woman is reason enough for her to have the right to an abortion
Who do yt)u think decides how much each contract is worth?
it she wishes. A fetus is a part ot a woman’s body, which she has The president of France?
the right to remove tor whatever reason she sees fit. More often
Condoleeza Rice was a manager for Chevron between 1991
than not, this reason is N O T one of convenience. 1 don’t think and 2000, while Commerce Secretary Donald Evans and Energy
any man can know how it feels to miss your period after praying Secretary Stanley Abraham worked for ttil giant Tom Brown.
that it’ll arrive.
Everyone has tons of stock, and .some have a good-paying job
It’s nice of all those men out there willing to take responsi waiting for them and their friends. Did you know, John, that
bility of a birthed child to say so, hut there’s a problem in that. Hamid Karzai, the handpicked leader of Afghanistan, was a
Guess who carries that baby to term, altering her life to accom Unocal employee in the early 1990s?
you think it’s a coinci
modate something she dtiesn’t want? Not you.
dence that the trans-Afghan oil pipeline was constructed a few

Miguel Gamboa is a history senior.
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T h e Pianist' small on dialogue, big on music
By Carly Haseihuhn
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

“The Pianist” doesn’t rely on con
vention to cover familiar ground.
Instead, it is a captivating film with a
new perspective on the persecution
of Jews in World War 11.
Director Roman Polanski shows
war away from war. This isn’t the
Hollywood-esque version of the
Holocaust that American moviegoers
are used to - there are no scenes in
the concentration camps, no hot
headed debates between foreign lead
ers and no planes swooping down
every 10 minutes.
Instead, we see the horror from the
streets of Nazi-occupied Warsaw,
Poland, through the eyes of a pianist
who has been separated from his fam
ily and hides from the death sur

rounding him.
Adapted from an autobiography by
Wladyslaw Szpilman, Polanski shies
away from the obvious in every aspect
of the film. By focusing on one char
acter and his isolated day-to-day
struggle, Polanski makes the pianist a
detached observer, allowing the audi
ence to view each scene as if watch
ing it through a bedroom window.
Polanski paints realistic scenes of
Jewish life under German control by
emphasizing the details: Showing
German commanders laughing while
making Jews dance and an old man
stealing food from the hands of an old
lady, lapping it up like a dog when it
fell to the ground.
With close-shots of single gunshots
to the head and small piles of the
dead being lit on fire, he gives a cold

COURTESY PHOTO/MUSTANG DAILY

Getting word about the im pending German occupation of Poland.

simplicity to brutal scenes, making
1 *
them all the more impactful.
The audience isn’t spared any mis
ery, as this personalized take on war
makes apparent the hopeless state of
the character and the time.
Beyond all directorial choices, the
cinematography
and
tone
of
Polanski’s work make it a creative
and brilliant work of art.
Taking the audience to an actual
city of ruins in Poland, the dead color
and desperate look to the scene
where Szpilman finds himself alone,
starving and near crippled, is enough
to warrant watching the film.
Polanski chooses music over words
to get the emotion of the film across.
COURTESY PHOTO/MUSTANG DAILY
He intertwines the piano music in
such a way that it almost takes the Adrien Brody is the sole character of focus in 'The Pianist.' He speaks
place of Szpilman’s words, which no very little, relying on facial expressions to convey his feelings.
longer form as he grows sick from
starvation.
camps.
cers. As soon as the nearly 500,000
Two of the most compelling scenes
But with all eyes meant to be on Jews are confined to designated ghet
in the movie are shaped around a the pianist, who goes from a clean- tos, walled off from the rest of society,
bare landscape with the dramatic cut, pleasant young man to a desper they are being killed in the streets
music and surreal countenances of ate, ape-looking figure, Brody suc and slowly starved to death.
the characters carrying all of the cessfully carries the plot along by
Tlrough the Szpilmans try to work
h i m s e l f .
momentum.
ipr------ --- ---------- ------------------to save any little bit of freedom, they
A serious air
Manipulating his are quickly herded off to concentra
B ey o n d all d irectorial
facial expressions tion camps. The pianist is spared by a
hounds the audi
ence, with a cer- c h o ic e s , the c in em a to g ra and btidy gestures kind uncle and tries to work until the
and relying main allies come, but soon after gtics into
tain
heaviness pj^y (i^ld ton e o f P o la n s k u
ly
on
grunts, hiding with help from underground
that will keep
i
i
•
anyone transfixed
“ « C r e a tiv e
Brody is unbeliev friends. His life is threatened every
ably realistic in day.
on the movie a n d brilliant w o r k o f art.
until the very
his transition from
“T he Pianist” is said to be
end. The actors, meanwhile, create young to old (after being weathered Polanski’s best film since his success
with “Chinatown.” Though he’s not
believable characters with minimal from hiding).
dialogue.
Opening in 1939 Warsaw, the allowed in the United States any
The pianist, played by Adrien Szpilman family, as well as all other more due to one ttx> many relation
Brody, is the sole main character Jews in Poland, find themselves hav ships with immature (if not preteen)
young women, this movie is one that
throughout the film, with the others ing to submit to German rule.
only having enough character depth
First they can’t eat in the same should be viewed and appreciated by
to carry them along until they are restaurants, then they have to walk in all for its powerful imagery and
shipped away to the concentration the gutters and bow to German ofifi- unspoken depth.

III

‘Rabbit^Proof Fence’ is about bonds, both broken and shared
By Jordan Schultz

Molly (Everlyn Sampi), her ytxinger sis
ter, Daisy (Tianna Sansbury) and
cousin, Gracie (Laura Monaghan) by
The devastation of being ripped from the Australian government in an
your tirother’s arms, taken miles away attempt to absorb the culture into the
from anything familiar and forced to white race.
melt into a culture completely foreign
The daui^ters of Aboriginal mothers
from your own.
and white fathers, the three girls are
You soon learn that the coltx of your dubbed “half-castes” by the government
skin and your native language marks and are targeted for camp detainment in
order to prevent
the creation of
an
unwanted
“third race.”
By order from
Mr.
Neville
( Ke nne t h
Branagh), the
head of the
(department of
AKirigines, the
three girls are
u n e x p e cte d ly
tom from their
mirthers
and
from their homes
COURTESY PHOTO/MUSTANG DAILY in niral Jigalong,
Australia.
On the run, the three girls rely on a rabbit fence to
A u s tr a lia n
guide them on their journey home.
director Philip
Noyce,
most
ycHir suppcYsed inferiority, and the reason well-known for testosterone-laden flicks
for your detainment is by order from a like “Clear and Present Diinger” and
government that wishes to stamp out “Patriot Games,” captures the raw ele
your culnire’s existence.
ments of feminine emotion in “RabbitFor Molly Craig and several other Pnxif Fence.”
Aborigine children in the 1930s, this
Unbearable grief and the impact of
horrific scenario wtis a reality.
mother-daughter separation reach
“Rabhit-PrtxTf Fence” gives a heart- beyond the .screen at several points dur
wrenching account of the kidnapping of ing the film. In one scene, angry eyes
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Mr. Neville, appropriately
known by the Aborigines
as “Mr. Devil,** occasion^
ally visits the camp to
inspect the skin color o f the
newest arrivals.
dnip teats on dark brown faces as white
hands force a wedge between the girls
and their wailing mother.
The de.stination i>f the three girls is
the Mtxrre River Native Settlement, a
camp 1,5(X) miles from Jigalong,
designed to train Aboriginal children as
domestic staff. A ptYtent level of disgust
is reached in the film as white nuns
order Molly, ldai.sy and Gracie to aban
don their “jibberish” and to speak
English only. The nuns also force upon
them the songs and prayers of a foreign
religion.
Mr. Neville, appropriately known by
the AKirigines as “Mr. l\'vil,” ix:casionally visits the camp to inspect the skin
ccTlor of the newest arrivals. The “fair
tines” will be taken to proper schtxil, as
they are coasidcred to K' more clever.
Molly, the eldest at 14, is iastantly
naiKseatcd by these injustices, and con
vinces her sister and cousin to escape
and return home.
The majority of the film details their
journey home along the rabbi t-prtxif
fence, which hi.sects the continent and
will lead them back to their family.
Noyce creates a ptYwerful anticipa-

tkMT as the girls try to make their way
thnxigh the outback and escape capture
h>’ Neville and his crwiies, who launch
a massive search for their whereabixits.
The cinematography drives home
the strength, power and desperation of
the three girls. With tattered clothing
and bltxxlied legs, the girls drag their
emaciated bodies throu^ arid patches
of desolation, raging rivers and nxky
terrain.
Branagh excels in his role as the
heartless .scum respt>nsiblc for the sepitration of the girls and their ________
family.
Humorous points are
sprouted between heavy
moments of despair in the
film, especially when the
girls outsmart Neville and
the ptdice squads’ capturing
attempts.
Probably the most allur
ing aspect of “Rabbit-Pnxif
Fence,” however, is Noyce’s
portrayal i>f the special Kmd
between the three girls.
Their devotion to one
another and the strength of
their unity keeps their “missiim to mother” alive.
Few movies tmich me so
deeply, that they bring me to
tears, but the strong devel
opment of the characters
and the biting pain of the
girls’ separation from their
family succeedtxl in doing
just that. It’s a tnie story, it’s Kenneth
even more gripping and

powerful.
A blatant kx)k at corrupt govern
ment and its polsomxis infusion into the
lives of three mtist incredible children
summons a mixture of hard and soft
emotions.
“Rabbit-Pnxrf Fence” succeeds in
combining an important and seldomdiscussed history lesson with a represen
tation of the unbreakable K>nds of fam
ily. In the hands of a director like
Noyce, these subjects are dealt with sen
sitively, and the result is a powerful film.

r* T
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Branagh as bad gu y Mr. Neville.
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Film

'Narc' is short for narcolepsy-inducing film
By Genevieve Fussell

T
itlSp ired t j tkc

MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

W hen I think of the great films of
our time, ¡¡rittv cop dramas rarely
come to mind. Maybe it s my femi
nine bias creeping in, hut these
films seem formulaic and rather
tired.
W atching “N arc,” the latest
installation of a gritty cop drama,
my attitude remains unchanged.
Although hy no means devoid of
redeeming qualities, “Narc” fails to
revitalize the often-stale cop genre.

critically acclaimed doCU'
Pentan ‘The Thin Blue
L in e.’

T he film, written and directed hy
Joe C'arnahan, was inspired hy the
critically acclaimed documentary
“T he Thin Blue Line,” about the
slaying of a Dallas police officer in
1976. Initially, Carnahan developed
the story into a
short, 30-minute
film
entitled
“Gun Point.”
Tiara
Blu
Films, a produc
tion
company
founded hy Ray
Liotta,
com 
bined
their
efforts with Tom
Cruise
of
C ru ise/ W agner
Productions to
develop
“Gun
Point” into a
full-length fea
ture.
L iotta’s
staunch support
and determ ina
tion to make the
picture garnered
“Narc” consider
able attention.
The
resulting
film depicts the
harsh realities of
D etroit’s
drug
underworld and
the narcotic offi
cers intent on
infiltrating it.
N ick
Tellis,
played hy Jason
COURTESY PHOTO/MUSTANG DAILY
Patric, is one
A puffy Ray Liotta delivers a fine performance.
such
officer
whose
passion

COURTESY PHOTO/MUSTANG DAILY

Ray Liotta and Jason Partrkk play Detroit narcotic officers infiltrating a drug underworld in 'Narc.'
for his work borders on a dangerous both Patric and Liotta delivered beat up the various thugs he
obsession. After being suspended worthy performances. In addition to encountered throughout the inves
from the Detroit Police Force for the strength of their individual tigation.
1 lost considerable respect for the
killing an innocent bystander, Tellis roles, the chemistry between the
is reinstated to help crack a frustrât- two actors was apparent and effec- film when Busta Rhymes entered
the picture as a drug dealer and pri
tive.
ing case. The
The combina mary suspect in the case. Although
murder of a rook
He (Liotta’s Character)
tion of T ellis’ Busta is yet another artist intent on
ie
undercover
was
more
than
willing,
if
confident
yet moving from the microphone to the
officer has gone
unsolved,
even not enthusiastic, to beat up s o f t - s p o k e n silver screen, he should stick with
demeanor
and his day job.
with the efforts of
the
various
thugs
he
T h e film has received praise,
O
ak’s
abrasive
the slain officer’s
partner and men- encountered throughout the rowdiness creat- being nominated at the 2003
ed a formidable Independent Spirit Awards. In addi
tion to a nomination for best cin e
team.
Hcmry o T Z
.
Carnahan
was
Liotta).
Liotta was par- matography,
acknowledged
for
his
direction
and
Tellis joins Oak in his determined ticularly impressive as Oak, the
attempt to find the killer, much to hardened detective with a penchant Liotta w'as included in the Best
the chagrin of his wife. Both men for violence. Although looking Supporting Male category.
Despite the critical acclaim, the
become intensely preoccupied with rather haggard and overweight,
the case, fully immersing themselves L iotta’s delivery was notable. film ends with major issues unre
De.spite his dedication. Oak’s fiery solved. Although I am a fan of
in Detroit’s seedy underbelly.
However, just when you think aggression resulted in a contradicto cliffhangers, it was not an appropri
they have solved the puzzling case, ry character whose integrity was ate ending for this film.
Hopefully “Narc H” is not under
questionable at times. He was more
the grim truth reveals itself.
Although the storyline was dry. than willing, if not enthusiastic, to way.

Word

Vocabulary book is a gravy train of ideas
By Ashlee Bodenhamer
M U STAN G DAILY STAFF WRITER

On Jan. 1, 2003, I made one of
many ill-fated New Year’s Resiilutions:
to read the dictionary’ every day. As a
journalism student, one whose craft
relies on her ability to use words effec
tively, I thought reading the dictionary
would be a gtxxl idea, esp»ecially since I
still mtxlify nouns with words like
“gixxl” all toil frequently.
Around Jan. 7, however, somew'here
amidst the “As,” 1concluded that read
ing the dictionary was every bit as Kit
ing as it sounds, and my resolution died
a rapid death.
Since picking up “The Pop
Vtx:abulary BtHik” hy Nick Camas, my
resolution is back from the dead, rein
carnated. Tliis rime, though, I won’t K?
reading the dictionary.
Camas’ book makes vocabulary
enhancement do-able and pain-free.
He pnines away all that makes reading
the dictionary feel like cruel and
unusual punishment and leaves us
with a potpourri of words, as colorful
and erratic as a patchwork quilt.
Reading wonls and their elefinitions
becomes, at times, enjoyable and
almost leisurely.

word.
“The Pop VtKabulary Btxik”
In lieu of wallowing
contains 1,848 entries. All are
through
13 definitions of one
words and phrases Camas has
word, like you do in the dic
collected from various VtKabu
tionary, “The Pop VtKabulary
lary Kxiks and the mainstream
Btxik” usually lists only tine
media.
A L V A
definition for each entry.
Newsweek, The Wall Street
/ ♦
Math stiphtimore Nicholas
Journal, CNN and The New
Walton said he appreciates
Yorker were several of the main
this feature of the Kxik.
media sources used to create
“(Camas] saves a lot of
“The Pop Vocabulary Btxik,”
space by not repeating the
Camas said.
same definitions you get out tif
Camas promises to deliver a
a ntirmal dictionary, but rathet
“verbal makeover” and “rich,
by giving the mtire modem,
sharp, powerful verbal proficien
specific definition that would
cy.”
K' used in figurative writing,”
Selections in the Kxik gener
said Walton, who received a
ally fall into one of four cate
verbal score of 770 tint of 800
gories: Academic temis (haecceon his SAT.
ity - yes, it’s in the Kxik and
C O N T A IN S M O R E T H A N 1,500
“The
Pop Vticabulary
means stream of consciousness),
C O N T E M P O R A R Y , E N L IG H T E N IN G ,
Btxik” contains a number tif
business terms (golden para
H U M O R O U S W O R D S A N D P H R A SE S
words (shibboleth, milquechute, gravy train) humorous
COURTESY PHOTO/MUSTANG DAILY
ttiast, kef, picayune) that are
words (clamjamfry, shilly-shally,
book
is
geared
to
college
students
lookcither sti tnitlandish or obscure
Kiffo) and foreign words (luii
to boost their wordplay with entries like that they could easily K.' used
polloi, femme fatale).
polloi, egregious and nudnick.
in the game Balderda.sh.
Common phrases such as rub
I wonder if injecting wtirds
ber stamp, double dipping,
Camas
skips
the
frustrating
pronun
like these in writing or in conversation
Mickey Mouse and dirty laundry take
on fresh meaning as Camas showcases ciation guide of the typical dictionary, wtHild stnind self-important and just
the neoteric (not in the Kxik) defini and in its place phonetically spells out ctmftise the reader tir listener.
how to pronounce each troublesome
Cal Poly English lecturer Bill
tions of these words.

THE

VOCABULARY
BOOK
NICK CAAMS

Feldman said when students thrtiw
around fancy wtirds, it often results in
malaprtipism (humtirous misu.se of a
word, page 73).
“Stimetimes students try to impress
and miss the mark,” Feldman said. “I
can usually tell when stimetine has
clicked on thesaurus.”
Camas’ laKir of Live was written
with college students in mind.
“1 knew that a lot of students were
behind the eight ball, as far as vocabu
lary development,” Camas said.
The average perstin has a working
vocabulary of 500 to 1000 words, he
said.
“The literati, the intelligentsia, the
people at the next level, they’ll have a
few thousand more words,” Camas
said.
According to Camas, learning the
words of “The Pop VtKabulary Btxik”
will place you at the level of publicists,
speechwriters, media personalities and
novelists.
At just over 1,8(X) words, I found
the Kxik a little short on entties.
Howevet, what is in there is very use
ful, refreshing and random. It’s a bettet
option than the tedious page-a-day
VtKabulary imprtivement thrtiugh
Webster’s.

National/Intemational News

Mustang Daily

NationalBriefs
Ridge outlines plans to combine
border security, inspection
agencies to safeguard borders
MIAMI — People entering the
United States would ideally meet with
a single Homeland Security officer
who wctuld oversee all matters of custonvs, immigration and law enforce
ment, Secretary Tom Ridge said
Thursday.
Ridge, in Miami for his first public
visit with department employees since
his confinnation last week, described
plans to combine border security and
inspection agencies to streamline the
entry process and incretise the chance
of catching terrorists and weapons at
the Ixtrder.
“Instead of four faces at the Kirder,
we’ll have one,” Ridge said at Miami’s
seaport. “Tire focus here is to help
legitimate gtxxls and people enter our
country swiftly, and keep dangerous
people and their weapons but.”
Under the president’s proposal, the
department would have a budget of
$36.2 billion in the fiscal year that
hegias in October. That is jast short of
a 10 percent increase aKwe the comhinetl budgets of all the agencies being
rolled into the Homeland Security
l^ep-artment.
Homeland security spending across
the government — including the mili
tary — would incmase from $37.7 bil
lion to $41.3 billion, officials said.
Workers at N.C. plant wracked by
blast talk to investigators; three
dead, 37 injured
KINSTON, N.C. — Investigators

5 R A N D

sought the help of eyewitnesses
Thursday for clues to the cause of an
explosion and raging fire at a plastics
factory that killed three people and
injured 37 others.
Eleven people remained in critical
condition, and officials said Thursday
that another was unaccounted for.
The explosion in a 40-f(xit-tall sec
tion of the West Pharmaceutical
Services plant Wednesday sent flames
and debris sh(X)ting into the air, touch
ing off fires in the surrounding wcxxJs
and shaking homes for miles. AKiut
130 people were in the plant at the
time.
Some of the injured were still in
grave danger, with severe hums over
up to 70 percent of their Kxlies.
Ten people were in critical condi
tion at the North Carolina Jaycee
Burn Center in Chapel Hill,
spc)kesman 13r. Anthony Meyer said.

“There are fewer women in the
pipeline than we want to have and
we need to have,” said Roselyn
O ’Connell, president of the National
Women’s Political Caucus.
“We’re going to see fewer women
serving. And we’re going to have
fewer women running for positions
like lieutenant governor or governor,
because they haven’t moved through
that pipeline.”
In Congress, women failed to
make any gains in the House last
November and increased their num
bers by one in the Senate, with Lisa
Murkowski apptiinted by her father,
Alaska’s new governor, to fill out the
rest of his term. There are 73 women
out of 535 members of Congress.
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and the ice cream parlor that calls
itself the Mars Bar — the video CD
shops have up-to-date fare like “My
Big Fat Greek Wedding,” “Men in
Black 11” and Nicolas Cage in
“Windtalkers,” about American
Indian st)ldiers in World War 11.
It’s unclear who’s making money
from all this — most of the CDs and
movies may he pirated — hut
America’s convenience goods and
the products of its entertainment
industry are virtually everywhere.
Posters of Britney Spears are past
ed in music store windows, and E5oh
Dylan’s croaky voice was heard one
day on the government FM radio sta
tion singing “Like a Rolling Stone.”
At the chic Baheesh restaurant,
diners enjoyed their meal one
evening with Frank Sinatra crcxming
“New York, New York” in the back
ground. At Nahils, another highpriced restaurant, a piano player belt
ed out another Sinatra favorite, “My
Way.”

sion to topple the DPRK system,” an
unidentified spokesman of the
North’s Foreign Ministry' said in a
statement carried by the North’s offi
cial news agency, KCMNA. DPRK is
the Democratic Peoples Republic of
Korea.

Israeli troops demolish market
stalls, close Palestinian police
and TV stations
HEBRON, West Bank — An
Israeli undercover unit shot dead two
Palestinian militants in Tulkarem,
including a militia leader, and army
bulldozers demolished a Palestinian
vegetable
market and closed
Palestinian ptilice and TV stations in
Hebron.
In Tulkarem, an undercover bor
der police unit shot dead two armed
Palestinians in a gunhght after chas
ing their car through the streets of
the town, Palestinian and Israeli
security sources said.
In Hebron, soldiers fired live
rounds and ruhher-coated steel pel
lets at Palestinians who threw stones
and large objects during the demoli
tion of more than 100 market stalls.
There were no immediate reports of
injuries.
TFie military said it carried (Xit the
West Bank operation in response to a
series of shooting ambushes in
Hebron. Since Nov. 15, 18 Israelis
have been killed in such attacks.

Along with anti-U.S. rhetoric,
Despite record number of
Baghdad offers American
female governors, fewer women
goods and popular culture
in legislatures
BAGHDAD, Iraq — Saddam
After three decades of gains, the
Hussein’s government can easily North Korea calls Bush's State
number of women crafting state laws
marshal thousands of demonstrators of the Union speech 'declara
and policy has slipped in recent years,
to hum American flags and shout tion of aggression'
drawing concern from advix:ates who
“L\)wn with the U.S.A.” But away
SEOUL, South Korea — North
see statehouses as a training ground
from
the
T
V
cameras,
Iraq
is
awash
Korea
on Thursday said President
for the nation’s future leaders.
in
American
gcxxls
and
culture.
Bush’s State of the Union address was
The latest drop is small: There are
In
central
Baghdad,
among
jewel
an
“undisguised declaration of
35 fewer female legislators this year,
ry
stores
selling
watches
with
dials
aggression.”
down to 1,645 women out of 7,382
featuring
Saddam’s
smiling
face,
In its first reaction to the speech.
state lawmakers across the country.
movie
theaters
are
showing
Demi
North Korea said it “will never allow
But a similar decline cx:curred after
Mtxire
in
“Strip
Tease”
and
“Under
the U.S. to wantonly encroach upon
the 2000 election. [Respite a record six
women now serving as governor, Suspicion,” with Gene Hackman and the stwereignty and dignity of the
(North) and destroy its system.”
women have lost ground for all Morgan Freeman.
In the upscale Arisat district —
statewide elected offices, such as trea
“This policy speech is, in essence,
surer and attorney general.
out past the toy store named Barbie an undisguised declaration ot aggres
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Briefs compiled from The Associated
Press wire service by Mustang Daily
news editor Andra Coberly.

U.S. helicopter crashes in
Afghanistan; four soldiers killed
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WASHINGTON — Four U.S. sol
diers were killed when their Black
Hawk helicopter crashed during a
training mission in eastern Afghani.stan
on Thursday, U.S. officials said. The
cause was being investigated.
It was the deadliest day for the
American military in Afghanistan
since March 4, 2(X)2, when seven sol
diers were killed and 11 wcxinded at the
outset of an offensive against Taliban
and al-Qaida remnant forces.

The UH-60 Black Hawk, with two
pilots and two crew members aboard,
crashed several miles east of Bagram air
base in an area known as the Ejist
Training Range, said Jim Wilkinson,
director of strategic communications at
Central Command headquarters in
Tampa, Fla.
Wilkinson said there were no indica
tions of hostile fire. He said it appearecl
to he an accident hut no other details
were available.
ITetails on the victims, including
their names and Army unit affiliations,
were not immediately released.

Classified Advertising
G ra p h ic A r t s B u ild in g , R o o m

226 Cal Poly, Sa n Lu is O b isp o , C A 93407 ( 805 ) 756-1143

Help W a n t e d

Help W a n t e d

Technical writing student 4 web
project. Now and Spring quarter.
Call Brady Radovich 756-5835
Student Life and Leadership

C a m p W ayne for G irls
Northeast Pennsylvania (6/19 8/16/03). If you Jove children and
want a caring, fun environment, we
need female staff as Directors and
Instructors for: Tennis, Golf,
Gymnastics, Swimming,
Waterskiing, Sailing, Team Sports,
Cheerleading, Ropes,
Camping/Nature, Drama, Ceramics,
Photography, Videography, Silk
Screen, Batik, Printmaking,
Sculpture, Calligraphy, Guitar,
Jewelry, Piano, Aerobics, Martial
Arts, Baking.
Other positions; Group Leaders.
Administrative/ Driver, Nurses
(RN ’s). On campus inten/iews Feb.
18 at UU #219
Apply online at
www.campwaynegirls.com or call
800-279-3019

C M R G is looking for research
candidates, 12 years and older for
a canker sore clinical trial. Call
805-549-7570 for more information.
Compensation for time/travel
available.
Wanted -- Church choir director
who loves Jesus and music.
Opportunity to develop music
ministry in a growing church.
Call Marge, 434- 1921, 1st Pres.

GET YÜUH CLASSIFIED AD IN
NOW!!

I

H o m e s For Sale
Houses and condos tor sale
For a free list ot all houses and
condos for sale in S L O call Nelson
Real Estate 546-1990 or email
Steve @ slohomes.com

Announcements
H a p p y B irth d ay K a tie
Zealear!
We love you!!
Christi, Carrie, Alii, and Kelly

C la s s ifla d s
756-1143

I

Rental H o u sin g
Male or female roommate
needed for a big house!
1 mi. from campus, own room,
big yard, 2 bath., 3 chill rommates
Call Ryan or Brian 781-9950

60 C asa St.
Townhouses. Now taking
applications tor Sept. 10.
------ N u ii -s m iu Ku i , quiet, iiu pots.—
Call Bea 543-7555

I

Announcements
j i i i m m w ftir.:'.

Send your Valentine a

I

'a G n t i n e i
I i1'rufit i| I I, Jf'C'. i

Personals
Looking for an addition to my
asian persuasion, (any flavor will
do). Horny guy wants to find tunny,
smart woman with a passion tor
darts. Please call. ( i am not a
weirdo.)805-748-3722
ask tor C H R IS

Mi.sl

I ^IlillJ C llivvifi) 'K

7^ )r.-iin

C la s s ifie d s a ra killar!
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Cal Poly Rugby

The scrum is on
Notebook
Men's Basketball

Geary, Allen deliver
down the stretch
CAL POLV SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT

— Three
Mustangs scored at least 20
points as Cal Poly defeated
Long Beach State 86-71 in a Big
West Conference men’s haskerhall
game Wednesday night before
2,008 at The Pyramid.
For Cal Poly, it was only its sec
ond win on the road this season.
The Mustangs also have a neutralcourt win in the Hawaii Festival
Tournament in December.
Senior guard Jason Allen pro
duced a career-high 22 points for
Cal Poly, sinking seven of 12 flixir
shots and five of six free throws,
junior center Vamie l')ennis added
20 pxiints while senior guard Sreve
Geary also scored 20 points, match
ing a career high.
junior forward Shane Schilling
scored 10 points as Cal Poly
improved to 8-9 overall and evened
its conference mark at 4-4. Long
Ekach State fell to 2-15 and 1-7 in
the Big West.
It was Cal Poly’s first conference
win on the road in nearly a year.
On jan. 31, 2002, the Mustangs
defeated Idaho in Moscow, Idaho,
56-54 in overtime.
Long Ekach State was led in
scoring hy forward Kevin Roberts
with 18 points. Tony Darden added
15 points, Vance Lawhom 13 and
jibril Hodges 12.
With a 10-0 run late in the first
half. Cal Poly built a 42-28 lead at
halftime. The Mustangs led hy as
many as 18 points in the second
half, 59-41 with 12:19 to play,
before Long Beach State made a
run, cutting the deficit to as little as
12 points before being turned away.
Cal Poly made 26 of 28 free throws
in the game to keep the 49ers at a
distance down the stretch.
Cal Poly outrebounded Long
Beacb State 43-31, led by Dennis
with 10 and Schilling with nine.
Fknnis alst> had a pair of blixks,
giving him 21 for the seastm and 75
for his Cal Poly career.
The Mustangs had 15 turnovers
compared to 18 for the 49ers.
Neither team shot well from the
floor. Cal Poly made 43 piercent (26
of 61) while the 49ers were held to
41 percent shooting from the floor
(23 of 56).
The Mustangs made eight of 23
three-piointers while the 49ers con
nected on nine of their 18 treys.
Cal Poly faces IJC Irvine
Saturday in the Bren Events Center
at 7 p.m.
ong

L

bea ch

Baseball

First homestand of
2003 begins today
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT

TTie Cal Poly baseball team will
have a rare three-game homestand
this weekend against Saint Mary’s.
The Mustangs, who play only 20
of 56 games in Baggett Stadium this
year, host the Gaels at 6 p.m. tixlay
and 1 p.m. on Saturday and
Sunday.

SCHEDULE

S TRIVIA

BAR
SCORES

By M eghan Nowakowski
MEN'S BASKETBALL

MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

''“san ta barbara

The difficult road to the playoffs
begins today, and the Cal Poly rugby
team is more than up for the chal
lenge.
In their first game of the season,
the Mustangs will face the University
of Arizona tonight at the Cal Poly
Sports Complex, then Arizona State
on Sunday.
“University of Arizona almost
knocked us out of the playoffs last
year,” senior rugby player Matt
Gallagher said, “but we made a late
rally and came back to win.”
Fourth-year Cal Poly rugby player
Nick Giacalone, the team’s captain,
is ready to see the competition.
“1 think University of Arizona is
FILE PHOTO/MUSTANG DAILY
one of the better teams in our
league,” Giacalone said, “so we are The M u stan gs begin regular season play this weekend with a pair
excited to see what the competition is of matches at the Sports Complex against Arizona and Arizona St.
going to be like this year.”
place in league last year and have er dry winter in which to play rugby.
The Mustangs have played incred placed nationally, they are not over
“We have been lucky that there
ibly well in their preseason games, confident about the upcoming sea hasn’t been much rain this year,”
beating Stanford — who won the son.
Giacalone said. “Ram usually pre
Division II national title last year —
“Everyone is tentatively confi vents us from practicing and playing
53-0, and U C Davis 40-7. Though all dent,” Gallagher said. “We know we
on our normal facilities.”
players have been doing an outstand have the talent and experience to
Last season was the first that the
ing job, there are a few that stand out. beat any team in our league, but we
Mustangs were able to play every
“The entire team played well in don’t want to underestimate our com
home game on the Associated
the preseason, especially Tony petition.”
Students Inc. recreation fields.
Petruzella and John Kollerer,”
Giacalone agrees.
“It is a large, fast field that helps us
Gallagher said. “They have been the
“I think we are going to do well,”
two best players on the field at every Giacalone said. “Everyone seems to utilize our speed,” Gallagher said.
“We are familiar with playing on that
game so far.”
be playing well and working really
field. We practice on it four days a
Giacalone credits newcomers Ed well together this year.”
week; it is a definite advantage to
Pitts and Chris Williams for their
The Mustangs do a ginxl job of
ability to step up when the team proving that skill and speed can over play there.”
Tonight’s game against the
needed them.
come size.
University
of Arizona is at 7 p.m.,
“We had some injuries, and Ed and
“Our team is usually not as big as
Chris stepped up and really played other teams,” Gallagher said, “but we with Sunday’s game against Arizona
State at 1 p.m. Both will be held at
well,” Giacalone said.
are always faster and more skilled.”
Even though the team took second
Players are also thankful for anoth the Cal Poly SpiTrts Complex, field 6.

Cal Poly Equestrian Team

Mustangs: No horsing around
“The turnout of how well you past four years.
place depends on whether or not you
“All of our riders are die-hards,”
get a good horse or a bad horse,” Osborne said. “They are competing
The Mustang Equestrian team fin Newman said.
wonderfully, considering they are not
ished second behind Fresno State at
Cal Poly animal science junior only riding but are also running the
the Cal Poly Horse Show last week Lauren Schaefer said not being able
show.”
end.
to practice with the horse makes a big
Oslxirne said that the weather,
Despite sweltering heat and riding difference. As president of the
although very hot, was not windy so
gear not conducive to the high tem Equestrian Club, Schaefer coordinat
it was appropriate for riding.
perature, the team galloped with ed the show and had to find horses to
Cal Poly had many team members
vigor.
use for competition and take care of place first including Michael Kovach,
The Mustangs hosted the intercol them during the show.
in open stock seat in the rail class;
legiate competition with Fresno
Tire equestrian team has five hors
Heather W ibon, at intermediate
State, Stanford, U C Davis, College of es that are team horses, but had to
stiKk seat rail; and Renae Beggs, who
Sequoias and Bakersfield. Unlike its find about 20 more in order to have
placed first in intermediate flat class.
competitors. Cal Poly’s ream is entire enough ft>r the competition. The
Riders were critiqued based on
ly student-run.
additional horses were borrowed from
how they got on their horses and how
Saturday’s events were based on private citizens.
they adapted to the horse, said
the English riding style, which con
“We’ve been working really hard
Sophie Rowland, an agricultural busi
sists of riding in circles and doing this year,” said Jessica Marsh, animal
science junior and Equestrian Club ness graduate. The judges watched
jumps.
Sunday included Western events, vice president. “We’ve Ixien traveling how horses respxmd to different riders
such as riding in patterns and testing all seascin to different colleges and throughout the day and graded
the horse’s skills at different speeds, as competing, and we’ve been dciing accordingly. The riders were also cri
well as the rider’s ability to maintain really well. I’m pleased that we can tiqued on all-around horsemanship,
put together the show, since we are how they reacted to riding an unfa
control.
miliar horse and how their horse
The greatest hurdle that riders had without an adult representative.”
This year’s team has great strength responded.
to overcome was riding an unfamiliar,
“It was one of our best shows that
randomly selected horse in the show. and many capable riders, industrial
wc
hosted here,” Schaefer said. “I’m
technology
senior
joey
Osborne
said.
Sara Newman, an animal science
sophomore at the College of the Oibome, the team’s treasurer and for really proud of the team. All ot the
Sequoias, has been riding for 20 years. mer president, has competed for the horses were superstars.”

By Jenni Mintz

MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

WRESTLING

''“arizona state
W OMEN'S BASKETBALL

''“ san ta barbara
.VOMEN'S TENNIS

''“fre s n o state
M EN’S 8ASFBAi,L

u. san d ie g o
M EN 'S 6/\SfcBAl.L

''“u. san d ie g o

SCHEDULE
BASKET B A L L

thurs., jan. 30, 7 p.m.
© c a ip o iy

W B^iSKETBALL.

sat., feb. 1, 7 p.m.
® cal poly

o n g b e a ch st.
''“ U C

ir v in e

M E N ^ S T E N N IS

sat., feb. 1,1 p.m
© c a ip o iy

''“san ta clara
W T E N N IS

today, jan. 31, 2 p.m
© c a lp o ly

''“ W e s t m o n t
iW J M M It IG

today, jan 31, 2 p.m.
© c a ip o iy

san d ie g o st.
RUQBY
''“ a r i Z O n a

today, jan. 3 1 ,7 p.m.
© Spons complex field e

RUQ BY

''“ a r i Z O n a

st.©

sun., feb. 2, noon
Sports complex field 6

BASEBALL

''“ saint m a ry's
BASEBALL

''“saint m ary s

STATS

today, jan 31, 6 p.m.
© c a ip o iy

sat., feb. 1,1 p.m.
© c a ip o iy
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Did you know?

2

R u n s a llo w e d by Cal
Poly p itch er Tyler Fitch
in the M u s t a n g s ' s e a 
s o n o p e n e r Friday,
earning him a w in in
six in n in g s o f w o rk .
Fitch, th e M u s ta n g s '
ace, is the te a m 's o n ly
returning starter. He
p o s te d a 7 -4 m ark last
year a s the te a m 's No.
2 pitcher. T h e
M u s t a n g s h o p e to
find tw o m o re starters
to fo llo w F itch 's Friday
n igh t starts.

TRIVIA
today’s question

Michael Strahan broke the
NFLs single-season sack
record last year. Whose recorc
did he break?
Submit answers to: itjackso@calpoly.edu
Thursday's question

Marvin Harrison broke who's
NFL record for receptions?
HERMAN MOORE (123)
Congratulations Buck Becker, Miguel
Gamboa. Erik Hansen, Kevin Oualey, Mike
Chapman, and Adam Mayberryll

Sports editor Jacob Jackson can
be reached at 756-1796 or jljackso@calpoly.edu.

